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SUMMARY
we describe a procedure for the generation and
reduction of the radiometric data Known as 'REGRES' files.
These data are a current output of NASA's Orbit
Determination Program. The software package was developped
in view of the data analysis o_f the gravitational wave
experiment, (GWE) planned for the European spacecraft
"Ulysses'
INTRODUCTION
Doppler tracking of interplanetary spacecraft is
routinely performed by the stations of }{ASA's Deep Space
Network (DSH). An electromagnetic carrier of highly stable
frequency is sent from a ground station to a
spacecraft, which retransmits it back coherently to the
Earth by means of a trasponder.
The presently used radio llnk configurations for
precision Doppler tracking are of two types: in the first
one, called 'two-way' operation, the s_ame station both
transmlts and receives the radio signal, in the second
one, called "three-way', the transmitting and receiving
station are different. The signal is usually transmitted
in S band (a.1 GHz) and received both in S and X band (8.@
SHz).
We call Doppler residual the quantity obtained by
subtracting the measured frequency shift of the carrier to
the predicted one. In the REGRES data, the predictions
are obtained a posteriorl by means of a regression
method: the received radlometric data are used to improve
the spacecraft ephemeris in order to mlnimise the least
square deviation between the observables and the
predictions.
In this paper we report a description of the REGRES
data generation and of the software we have developped to
reduce and display the data. This software has been
applied to the analysis of four days (DOY 308 - DOY 313,
1980) of REGRES data relative to the Voyager I spacecraft.
The software package was implemented on an HP-1000F
computer, with an RTE-6-VM operative system. The graphical
unlt was an HP-987aT plotter. A general purpose graphical




REGRES files are a current output of the Orbit
Determination Program (ODP). The volume and the structure
of REGRES files are not fixed, but depend on the way
the ODP is run. Standard references on the subject are
(Moyer, 1971) and (Khatib et al., 1972). ODP Is actually
a set of many links, which, to some extent, may be
run independently. Its functions are integrated by a
number of allied programs, the most important of which
is DPTRAJ. The process which leads to the computation
of the trajectory of the spacecraft is described in the
following.
The fundamental quantities handled by the ODP are:
_X:(_r,r_): spacecraft state vector, i.e. position and
velocity of the spacecraft with respect to a center
of integration (usually the barlcenter of a celestial
body).
q:(_Xo,a): parameter vector, containing the initial state of
the spacecraft (Xo) and a set (a) of physical parameters
(see below) needed for the integration of the equations of
motion.
z: vector of observable quantities (Doppler, range,
angle, ADOR).
The main physical parameters _a are:
- the gravitational parameters wI:GMI of Sun,
planets and satellites of the solar system;
- the coefficients of the harmonic expansion of the
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planets' gravitational potential;
- the quantities used in modelling the probe
acceleration due to small forces and manoeuvres;
- atomic station time -> UTC conversion parameter;
- coordinates of the tracking stations;
- the relativistic parameter ¥.
Many other quantities may be used, depending on the
particular spacecraft: there are parameters relating to
atmospheric models, mass anomalies, gas leaks, solar
radiation pressure, etc.
The vector a is usually stored as a part of a file
called Generalised Input File (GIN file), characterising
the physical world in which the probe moves.
The ODP not only performs the integration of the
equations of motion, but also allows the
redetermlnatlons of the parameters _ and, therefore, the
determination of a better state vector X(t). This goal is
obtained by comparing predictions and observations in a
regressive analysis made up of several steps.
STEP I PATH-VARY (or PVDRIVE)
This link has actually a twofold purpose and may be
separated for clarity into two sub-units (PATH and VARY).
PATH integrates the equations of motion of the probe,
starting from given injection parameters Xo and physical
parameters a. The probe acceleration results from the
following contributions:
- Newtonlan gravitational forces
the relevant celestial bodies.
- Oblatenesses of planets.
- Mascons.
- Relativistic effects.





- Atmospheric drag (in case of planetary encounter).
The center of integration may be any planet, or
center of mass oT planetary system (i.e. planet with
satellites). The output of PATH is a propagation of the
initial state vector X along the trajectory as a function
of time and of the parameters g:
X : _X ( t, H)
Its output _X(t)=(r(t),r_'(t))may be stored in the Probe
Ephemeris Tape (PET). It is also used as input to the
program PREDIX which provides observable predictions to the
tracking stations. These predlct:Lons are used to generate
the pseudoreslduals contained in the Archival TracKing Data
Files (ATDF).
The other subunlt (VARY) Lntegrates the variational
equations
0_ or 0_ 0_ 0_ 0q_ r,r: const
ar
: AZ + BT. + C Z : --
whose solution gives Z and Z as functions of time.
These quantities are needed In the subsequent step
(REGRES) to get the partial derivatives of the observable
quantities wlth respect to the parameters. The matrices A,
B and C are obtained from the equations of celestial
mechanics.
STEP 2 (REGRES)
In this step, the regression partial derivatives of
the observables (Doppler, range, angle) wlth respect to
the parameters g are formed. The regression partial
derivatives are needed to adjust the quantities Xo and a
In order to obtain a better estimate of the spacecraft
trajectory (i.e. better residuals).
To this end, for each acquired value of the
observable _r at the reception time tS , the corresponding
ground transmission time tI and spacecraft reception time
t3 are computed. The times tI and ta are obtained by
solving the light time problem in the metric of the solar
system barlcenter. For each leg (upllnK and downllnK) the
transmission and reception times are given by (neglecting
terms of order I/c5):
rlj l_y






r - IIr IIi --i (ttrans )
r - IIr (t IIJ -j trec )
r :11 r (t )-r (t IIlj -J rec --I trans )
Ps : GHs : gravitational parameter of the Sun
¥ : post newtonlan parameter (In general
relatlv[_/ y : I)
The vectors r have origins in the solar system
barlcenter. In the last version of REGRES bending terms as
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well as Jupiter and Saturn terms are included.
The solution of the light time problem must be
performed for each acquired point, and requires therefore
considerable computer time.
The regression derivat_.ves 0r/ag are then
formed bY considering that the observable r is a
m
function of the state vectors of the Earth stations
and the spacecraft;
Z - Z[Xst(t_,q),Xsc(t2, q),Xst(ti,_);q ]
It may be seen that the partial derivatives
OP_/Oq are actually the sum of many terms, originating
from explicit and implicit dependence of Z on the
parameter vector. We refer to (Hoyer, i982) for a
detailed discussion of the subject. Here we just Point
out that the solution of the variational equations,
which provides the quantity O_Xsc/Oq, is required for the
computation of 8Z/Og.
A typical REGRES output file contains:
a) values of the parameters q for which partials have
been computed
b) the selected observables and their residuals
c) the selected partial derivatives 0r/0g.
It must be noted that at this step the parameters
q are divided into two groups: "solve-for" parameters, for
which new values are computed; "consider" parameters,
which are not corrected but whose errors are taken
into account in the computat [on of the errors for
the "solve-for" parameters.
STEP 3 (ACCUME-SOLVE)
These two lines use the partials obtained from the
Previous step to compute the parameter vector q and
its covarlance matrix. With the new q's, a new GIN
file may be created, and a new iteration, PV, REGRES,
ACCUME, SOLVE (PVRAS), may be started.
The REGRES flle which we analysed has not been
generated by the complete sequence PVRAS, which is
complicated and unnecessary for our purposes. The link
REGRES was run in the so called "simulation mode",
i.e. using already existing PV and GIN flles and
bypassing the computation of the Partial derivatives 0z/@q
The following steps have been performed to get the final
REGRES file:
a) select the GIN file to be used, which contains an
o
initial state vector (ro,__o) of the spacecraft and a set
of physical parameters a that already gave satisfactory
residuals.
b) select the corresponding PV file (containing
probe ephemeris)
c) select the flle (ATDF or IDR) containing the
observable quantities for which the residuals have to
be computed (we actually used the same ATDF which was
previously analysed at Frascati).
d) run the program STRIPPER which, starting from an
ATDF or IDR, generates an OD flle (a file which can be
used as an input to REGRES)
e) run REGRES In the "simulation mode", using PV, GIN
and OD files as input (together wlth the ephemeris of the
bodies of the solar system).




In thls section we report on the software package
implemented on the HPIOOOF System at CNR-Frascati to handle
the REGRES files.
These data, generated by an Univac li08 System at
JPL and stored on magnetic tape, have Been converted
using the Univac computer of the University of Rome In
ASCII characters files stored on magnetic tape. The llst
of this Fortran program (named UNIHP) is shown in
appendix B.
The main program implemented on the HPIOOOF
(named DECODEREGRESS) decodes the REGRES data (ASCII
characters) and selects the relevant items for the GWE
data. The format of the output data (called STANDARD format
throughout the paper) is described in (Iess and Armstrong
1985),
The software package is completed by a set of
programs for the display and validation of the data and
for the storage of Doppler residuals (our observable) in
the HP dlsK memory. These programs are named:
STATREGRESS, PLOTREGRESS and FFREGRESS.
STATREGRESS reads the STANDARD tapes and produces an
output list for each day of data. This llst contains
hourly and total number of samples for each active
station, band and mode.
PLOTREGRESS provides plots of the STANDARD tapes.
In order to sLmplify the access to the data, the
STANDARD files can be copied on a dlsK using the FFREGRES
program. Each disk file contains the data relative to a
single pass.
The program listings are reported In Appendix B.
In the following we report a description of the software.
DECODEREGRES
DECODEREGRESS reads the REGRES tapes in ASCII





RECORD LENGTH: 8000 characters
RECORD FORMAT: Each data record is composed of 100 cards
of 80 characters each. The 80 characters of each card have
the following meaning:
char. I-5 : measurement group identifier NI, ranging
from to 99999
char. 6-8 : card identifier N2, ranging from i to iO0
char. 9-$2 : data value, written in the format F24.18
Char. SS-56: as above
char. 57-80: as above
DATA FORMAT: In the original tapes generated at JPL,
twenty quantities were associated to each Doppler data
acquisition (see tab. I). We will refer to this set of 20
quantities as to a "measurement". Therefore each record
contains 15 measurements (i. e.: _,I00/20), (see tab.
2). A data block is defined as a set of 40 measurements.
The block identifier number Hi, which appear in tab. a,
refers to the record generated at JPL with the Univac
routine NTRAN.
See tab. S for an example of ISK (40,I00) record.
OUTPUT
The output data, stored on magnetic tapes, are
structured as a sequence of fixed leng_ records with eof.
BUFFER DIMENSION: LMAT(160,15)
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RECORD LENGTH: 2400 double integers number, i.e. 4600
i5-blt words.
RECORD FORMAT: Each of the 160 rows contains 15 double
integer items,
DATA FORMAT: Each row contains information about one
measurement in both bands (S and X). Tab. 4 shows the data
structure of the STANDARD records.
In tab. 5 we report, the items of the REGRES
tapes generated at JPL and thelr corresponding items in
the STANDARD records. Tab. 6 shows an example of
STANDARD record (they e.c. refers to the same REGRES data
in tab. 3).
ALGORITHM
The program reads in sequence the ISK(40,100)
records. The 20 quantities corresponding to a single
measurement are transferred In the INTEGER,4 buffer
ISKI(240). This buffer is decoded and the relevant items of
each measurement are transferred in a second INTEGER,4
buffer LMAT(160,15). It is important to note that two
subsequent measurements in input usually refers to the S
and X band respectively. In order to properly fill the
eighth column of the matrix LPIAT (S-S/IIX), the program
requires that S-band datum must precede the X-band datum in
the input data. In fig. 2a and £b is reported the
flowchart of the program.
The program is structured as a main routine,
managing the input data buffer, and a subroutine, managing
the output buffer. Those two Program segments are now
described in more detail, referring to flg. 2a and 2b.
MAIN PROGRAM
i) INFORMATION FOR INPUT/OUTPUT
ia) options and parameters for the Job:
sequential number of the re_11red initial REGRES
record, sequential number of the required final
REGRES record;
tape logical unit number;
etc.
Ib) search for initial record to analyse
a) READ A ISK (40. iO0) RECORD
thls step is made using the system routine XTAPE
(EXEC)
check on the record length
eof causes jump to step @8
read error causes jump to next record
S) TEST FOR COLUMN IDENTIFIER
if the block identifier is changed, the program
resets the decodlfylng buffer pointer IP. This step
is needed to eliminate the free item present at
every changing group
4) DECODIFICATION AND STORAGE OF THE DATA
this step is performed by the subroutine CONTROLLO
which transfers and decodes the data
5,5,7) REPEAT STEPS I TO 4 FOR ALL RE@UIRED RECORDS
AND TAPES
8) FINAL OPERATIONS
8a) stores the last data In memory
8b) writes eof on STANDARD tape and rewinds the tapes




This program reads the STANDARD tapes and produces an
output list for each day. The list contains hourly and
total number of samples for each active station, band and
mode. An example of an output list is reported In tab. 7.
ALGORITHM
The input data are contained in the STAHDARD files
generated by DECODEREGRESS. The algorlthm uses a buffer of
sample counters structured as a matrix 48.24. Each row
represents one of the combinations of 6 DSH, stations
4 tracking modes and a bands, whl]e the 24 columns
represent the hours of the day. The identification of the
sample counter for a given DSH station, band. mode and hour
of day combination is given by:
ROW : ( S - i ) , 6 + ( M - i ) . 2 + B
COL : HOUR OF DAY
where B is i or 2 for S or X band respectively H
represent the 4 different radio link modes, while
S:i,2, S, 4,5,6 represents the six DSS: 12, i_, 42, 4S, 6!
and 63 respectively. The decodiflcation of the row number
can be made as follows:
STATION : INT ( ( ROW - i ) / 8 ) + i
BAND : ROW's PARITY
MODE : INT ( ( ROW - BAND - ( STATION - i ) , 8 ) / 2 ) + i
In fig. 3 is reported the flow chart of the program, whose
main steps are described below.
i) ASK INFORMATION FOR INPUT/OUTPUT
tape logical unit number
15
number of records to analyse
initial and final day and year
etc.
2) READ A RECORD I4 (i60, i5)
3,4) SEARCH FOR FIRST RELEVANT DATA
5, 6,7) ANALYSE DATA AND FILL THE LIST
8) OUTPUT OPERATIONS
if the llst (i.e. the output buffer) of the required
day is empty, (if there are no data, for example)
the Program prints a warning, otherwise it prints
the required list.




Thls program provides plots of STANDARD data for each day
and mode.
DATA STRUCTURE
The lnput data are the STANDARD flle generated by the
program DECODEREGRESS. The user" selects the passes to be
plotted for each desired day. DOY, mode and the DSS are
required as input parameters. The data appear Into
three curves (S-band, X-band and S-_/ii,X) as shown In flg.
4.
ALGORITHM
The program flow chart is shown In flg. 5.
I) ASK INFORMATION FOR INPUT/OUTPUT
la) options and parameters for the job as:
initial and final REGRES records
tape logical unlt number
required days and modes
etc.
Ib) search for the initial record to analyse
2) REWIND TAPE
3) READ A RECORD
4) CHECK FOR DAY AND MODE
if data refers to the required day and mode, they
are stored in a buffer
5) DO DATA REFER TO A LATER DAY?
In this case the selected data are plotted
6) LAST RECORD?
the search for the relevant data is repeated for
17
all records;
the search ends if the data of a record refer to a
later day;
if there are no data to plot, the program prlnts a
warning and goes to step @8.
7) PLOTTING
this step is carried
developped at IFSI
out by a software package
6) OTHER PLOTS?




This program stores S and X hand Doppler residuals
and oscillator frequency from STANDARD tapes into disk
files. Each file contains data referring %o a given pass.
Besides Doppler residuals, each file contains a header
which reports spacecraft angular data, RTLT and other
information. Some of these quantities are retrieved from
the file DATA/FILE_I (see less and Armstrong, 1965)
DATA STRUCTURE
INPUT : The input data are the STANDARD data and
angular data FILF_I (see Tab. 8)
OUTPUT: In output one obtains ASCII disk files
relative to a single pass
BUFFER DIMENSION: ISTORE(3,730)
RECOR_ENGTH: 2190 double integers, l.e. 4380
16-hit word
RECORD FORMAT: each of the S rows contains 730




DAT is the data subdirectory;
ROD stands fop REGRES Original Doppler resid. ;
TT is the code for transmitting DSS;
RR is the code for recelvlng DSS;
DDD are three characters indicating the DOY.
DATA FORMAT: each file (see tab. 9) is composed by a
header, with general information about the pass,
followed by S and X band residuals and oscillator
frequency in the first, second and third row
respectlvely. Residuals ape given In mmHz while
_9
the oscillator frequency is Riven in Hz. The header
contains initial and final time, number of data,
receiving and transmitting DSS, tracking mode,
RTLT, spacecraft's right ascension and declination
at the middle of the pass. An example of residual
file is reported in tab. 10.
ALGOR ITHM
The algorltb_m looks for data referring to the
required receiving DSS, mode and begin of tracking day.
Then It selects data from FILFAfl to build the header (see
flg. 6).
For the VoyaRer I data the sampling rate was of i
pt/mln: therefore each Doppler residual refers to a given
minute of the day (MOD). The tlme T (in HOD) of every
datum can be obtained from the following relation:
T : module ( I - II - Tin , 1440)
where I is the column number of the datum In the array
ISTORE, and Tln the MOD of the first datum of the flle.
Since the header must be skipped, li must be
subtracted from I to get the right position. Finally,
the remainder of the division of I - Ii -Tin by 1440
provides the MOD of the datum (if I-li-Tln > 1440,
the MOD refers to the next day).
2O
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In thls appendlx the fortran program




C * TRASFORMAZIONE DEI NASTRI REGRESS IN FORMATO UNIVAC .






























IF(L.LT.O) GO TO 500




IFCL.LT.O) GO TO SO0
IF(I_.EQ.-2) GO TO 610




































IF(ISTAM.NE.1) GO TO 20












































EFILL NTRAN$( IOUT2, "I, 2000, F_OL.IT,L, ___'?°)
IF(L.I_T.O) PRINT "IO,NROUT
NROUT=NROUT_"1
NO=( NROUT/SO )*50 -NROUT
IF(NO.EQ.O) PRINT ?O,NROUT
10 FORMf_T(2X, HARDWARE ERROR AT FEEORD =',I10)
20 FORMAT(2X, NUMBER OF RECORDS _;RITTEN =' ,I1N)
LL= 1
O
1.7 R I TORNO FtL 1'.I,101N
RE T LIRN
O






E * DECODIFICn 5EQUENZIALE DEI D_TI REGRESS DA NnSTRO .
C ********************************************************************
C * .
C * QUESTO PROGRAMMN OPERA 5UI DATI REGRESS. .
C * ESSO LEGGE DR NNSTRO RECORDS DI 4000 PAROLE, LI DEEODIFICn .














WRITE(1 _) ' DEEODIFIEA SEQUENZIALE DEI D_TI REGRESS'
_RITE(q *)
WRITE(1 *)
_RITE(1 *) ' QUESTO PROGR_MMA LEGGE D_ NASTRO RECORDS DI'
• RITE(q *) ' 4000 P_ROLE FORNENDO IN USCIT_, _ SEELT_:'
•RITE(1 *)
WRITE(1 *) ' I) SEMPLICE LISTATO DEI D_TI'
WRITE(1 *) ' 2) LISTATO gEl D_TI DECODIFIC_TI'
WRITE(1 *) ' 3) IMMAG_ZZINAMENTO DEI D_TI DEEODIFIC_TI'
•RITE(I 12)
12 FORMAT(1X,/,80_*_,/)
_RITE(I,'("RECORD REGRESS INIZI_LE: ")')
READ(I,*) NIN
• RITE(1,'("RECORD REGRESS FINALE: ")')
RE_D(1,_) NFI
_RITE(1,'("UNITA'' NASTRO IN LETTURA: ")')
READ(I,*) IT_PE
REWIND ITRPE










WRITE(1,'("VLIOI IMM_GAZZINARE I D_TI 5TANOARO? (l=SI>; ")')
READ(I,*) IPRINT2
IF(IPRINT2.EQ.I) THEN
WRITE(I,'('UNITA'' NRSTROIN SERiTTURA?: ")')
RE_D('I,*) IT_PEI
IF(ITRPE.EO.ITAPE1) THEN
WRITE(I,_) '_qTTENTO! HAl FERNITO LA STLSSA UNITA'' N_STRO'




WRITE(I,'("VLJOI LIN_ 5TAMP_ DEI D_TI STANOARO? <I=SI>: ")')
REAO(I,*) IPRINTI
IF(IPRINTI.EQ.I) THEN






E RICERC_ gEL RECORD INiZIALE RICHII!!!STO
NRE=NIN-I





















WRITE(q,*) 'EOF IN LETTURP:_'
GO TO 10
ENDIF
WRITE(q,IO0) 'ERRORE IN LETTUR_ RECORD #',II, _ LUN.=',LEN
GO TO 2
ENOIF
WRITE('I,*) 'LETTO DALLR UNIqR''',ITRPE,' IL RECORD #',II
E
C 5TAMPA IL RECORD REGRESS SE RIEMIESTO
IF(IPRINT.EQ.'I) THEN
IF(IWR.NE.1) WRITE(q,*) 'SERITTUR_ SULLn UNITA''',IWR,
,' REC #',II
WRITE(IWR,400) II





IF(IONLY.ED.'I) GO TO 2
ENDIF
E
E PER EIASEUNA EOLONNA DLL RECORD
DO 3 ICL='I,100
C









E TRANSFERIMENTO DI UNA EOLONNA DI 'ISK' IN 'ISKI _ EONTROLL_NDO,








E SI RIPETE PER UN' ALTRA EOLONNA
3 CONTINUE
E












WRITE(I,*) 'ERRORE IN SERITTURA SU J,IT_PEI
WRITE(q,*) JLMAT #',ILM2, J LEN =',LEN
ENDIF










C SCRITTUR_ DELL' EOF SUL N_STRO IN USCIT_
IF(IPRINT2.EG.I) THEN
WRITE(I,'("VUOI UN AI_TRONAE;TROREGRESS?(1=SI): ")')
RE_D(I,.*) NY
iF(NY.EO.1) GO TO 111
ENOFILE(UNIT=ITAPEI,IOSTAT=_KK,ERR=30)





E FINE REGOL[TRE DELL' ANALISI
WRITE(I,300)
WRITE(I,*) '*****'
WRITE(I,*) '***LETTI DA',ITAPE,' ',NFI-NIN+q,' R. RECORDS'
IF(IPRINT.EO.I) THEN
WRITE(I,*) '*****'













WRITE(B,*) '***LETTI DA',ITAPE,' ',NFI-NIN+I,' R. RECORDS'
IF(IPRINT.EO.I) THEN
WRITE(B,*) '*****'

















C ERRORE DT DECOOIFIIZA
20 WRITE(I,.*) '*,_ERRORP, E DI OECOOIFiCA,;,_. '
STOP
C
C ERRORE IN FOF
30 WRITE(I,*) 'ERRORF c.t, I ' ' ,.JL ,ITAPE , IN EOF _ KKK
5TOP
C
C FINE DEL M_IN
END
C
C ,l_,_-_ _'_ _ ,_ -,_ ,_ ,_X- ,-X",_._-X _ ,'_._ ,_, _.'_ ,_.",-_ _-_ _ _ _-___ __ _-_
E DLIESTR SUBROUTINE SLITTF_ I_.'INDICE DI POSiZIONE NEL BUFFER
C E LO DECDDIFiCA SE Oi.JESTO E' PIENO
SUBROUT INE CONTROI_LO (LMRT )
C









C SLITT_MENTO DELL' INDiEE OI POSIZIDNE NEL BUFFER
IP=IP+24
C
E CONTROLLO c_SUL RIEMPIMENTO DEL BUFFER
IF(IP.EQ.481) THEN
E
E il..BUFFER E' PIENO: CONTIENE TUTTI I DATI RELI-]TIVI AD UNA MISLIR_
E SI EFFETTUA LI-]DECODIFICR
I P= 1
DECODE(480,lOO,ISK1,ERR=900) DTIM,_l,LYD,LHMS,(A(K),K="l,lO),
+IB, I T, iR, IM, _2, P]3, _a4, DI]B5, DFRO, DPAS, DCOM, DRTL, DHRG, DDEC, D_ZM,
+DELU, Obl, DGM3, DGM1, ,_,,nm_-_,,__,DRJE , I]WGH, DCRS, DMOD
100 FORM_T(DP4.'lS,O2,IS,I7,1OA2,412,3A2,17D24. 18)
E
E CONTROLLO SULLA BONTO' DEI D_TI
IF(DRJC.NE.O.DO.ON.DWGH.ItE.O.DO) THEN
iEO= IRC_NIN- 1
WRITE('I,.) ' RECORD #' ,ICO,IE3
WRITE(I,*) ' ERRORE NEi DATI: REJCOD =',DRJC,' WEIGHT =',DWGH






L HMS =I_HMS I"I0.




LE=ZELUF* tOOO0. + TEL.DI,U
I_B =ORE _ _ 1(']OOOF]O.
I_F RI-:.J= :-,- s,-
TRDSFFRIMENT!- FiET DATI ',_ELBUFFER DI [ISEITR






















TRASFERZMENTO IN UNA NUOVA RIGA DEL BUFFER LMAT
IRM=ZRM+I
ELSE









WRITE(I,,'-m,) 'ERRORE IN SCRiTTI._R_ SU' ,IT,qPE1
WRITECI,*) 't.MAT .,¢,' ,ILMS,' LUN =' ,LEN
ENOIF




WRiTE(1,,-x--) 'SCRITTURI-9 SU' ,IWRI,' S. RECORD _'
DO I MM='1,160

























LM_T (MM, NN) =0
I RM= 1
ENDIF
MiSURCq NON CONTEMPORIqNEfa ALLA PRECFDENTE
I_M_T(IRM, I)=I_YD
LM_qT( IRM, 2) =I_HMS
LMAT( TRM, :3) =BFRQ
LMI_T(IiRM, 4 )=I_TRM
LMAT (IRM, S) =I_E
I_MAT( IRM, 1I )=I]RJE*IO.**G
I_MAT( IAM, t2) =D_UGH*IO.-x-*6














ERRORE DI DECODIFICA DEL BUFFER









RICERCIq DEI_LI:] I_ATITLIBII'_E DELL.A STAZiONE IN OUESTIONE
IF(IT.EO.42) THEN
LATD=35


























































PR[JGR_M .STATREGRESS ( ), ( 880:32E_. 1,415 )
E
C * LISTgl RII_SSUNTIVII IEiEI DI-]TI STglIql]ARD *
IZ. ,-X,J4-:-X-_ e('--X--X--X--X -X-_- * ,-X',-X"-X",-X-X':-X"* * _-X _ X_ _ __ _ _ K _ _ __** _'_ _-_ _*_*_ :_'__
.F'_ -X- ,-X-
C * QUESTI_-I PROGRI--qblMI--] I_]PERgl-c-il_Ji DAT I STANDARD *
IZ . *
I- * E_50 P.,UDUI._,_ IN USEITri I._INI_ [_'=--J. ,114 RIn_"?nlIt",ITTHt-._ [],EL N_,IMERO *
C ._ BI DIqTI 5TIINDI-qRD SEPIqRIZlNDOLI, FER OGNI GIORNO DI DlqTI
C * RTCHIF-_TO, PER ORA, STIqZIONE, BI_NDIq E Mi]OO DI COLLEGKIMENTO _.
FL"- ** ;_ _-,E ,.X.,-_, ,-X-,..:_,X.. ;'_,,-X-,-.X-:,ie -X-,_ ,-'e,,--e:+.:--X-:_ ,.-X-:-X-,. ,-X-,_, _ S÷%@_-;e _* _ _ _ _ _*Se _ _ _ -E _ _ _ _ * _@_ _
C
C





C INFORMI-]ZIONI IDi INGRESSO/USEITA
_RITE(I, I00)
100 Fi:]RMg!T(IX, 20/, 8,0'*' )
WRITE(I,*) ' LiSTIq RilqSSUNTiVli DEI OlqTI STIINDIqRD'
_RITE( I *)
_RITE(I *) ' g]UESTO PROGRI:;MMA PRODUEE ITERIqTiVIqMENTE,'
WRITE(I *) ' PER OGNI GIORNO DI DIqTI 5TIqNDglRD RIIZHIESTO,'
WRITE(I *) ' UNI-] LISTIq RII-qSSUNTIUgl I]EI_ NUMERO DI Dl-qTI'
WRITE('I *) ' SEPI-qRr:INDOLI PER ORgl, STIqZIONE, BANDIq E MOOD.'
WRITE(1 10"])
101 FORMI-qT ('IX, /, _]0',_',/ )
10 WRITE(I,' ("NIISTRO gl I_ETTURA (ENTER 8 OR 9) #: ")')
REIqD ( 1, -x-,) I Tt::IPE
iF(ITrIPE.I'qE.8.11ND.ITAPE.I".IE.9) GO TO 10
RE_IND ITQPE
30 _RITE(1,' ("GIORNO INIZIglI_E (Dgl 1 TO 36S): ")')
READ ( 1, * ) I DI:::IYI
IF(IDI-]YI.LE.O.OR.IDAYI.GE.366) GO TO 30
40 _R!TE(1,' ("GiORNO FINglLE (Dgl I TO 365) ¢t: ")')
RE_D(1,*) IDI-qYF
IF(IDriYF.LE.O.OR.IDI-qYF.GE.3BG) GO TO _0
50 WRI TE ( 1, ' ( "_1"_1",t0: "19 " ) ' )
RE_D ( 1 , _'<-,) I YEaR
IF(IYEKIR.GE.100) GO TO 50




E PER EII::::ISEUNGIORNO RIEHIESTO
DO 8 ID=iDI-]YI, IDI:::IYF










200 t--ORMIqT ( lq2 )
C
1- LETTURb] JDI LIN RECORD
2 C_qL[_ XTAF'E(q , ITAPE,I_MIZIT, 4800, L.Eb,_)
NRE = NRF + 1
IF(LEN.EO.-I.) THEN
WRITE(1,_) 'EOF IN LETTURA'
(_0 TO 613
EN[IIF
IF(LEN.NE.4800) WRITE(I,*) '_*ERRORE IN I_ETTLIRgI: LUN.=' ,LEN
C




C RiCEREFI DEL GIORNO RICHIESTO
IGO=LMRT( I, I )- IYIZI
IF(IGO.LT.O) GO TO 3
iF(IGO.GT.O) GEl TO 60
C
E AN_LISI DEI Og::ITIPER LA MTRIEE
IRPI=I_MAT( I ,4)-LMAT( I ,4) /I00(]0_10000
IR= IRM/100






















IH=LMI_T(I ,2) / I0_701-I
iMS=I_M_T (I ,2) - IH_ 10000
IBT=IH_GO_IMS/ II]O+ I
IT
C RIEMHIMENTO DELL._ I_IST_




I I = ("IRR-I )_8+ ( IM-t );.x-:.--'_-+iB
IF(LM_T(I,7).NE.ZERO) NATR(i I,I2)=N_TR(II,I2)+I
E
E 51 RiPETE PER UH'AI_TRA RIGA
3 CONTINUE
E
E Si RIPETE PER LIN AL_TRO RECORD
GO TO 2
E
E FINE DELLrq RIEEREA I]EI DATI
_0 I YEAR] =LMAT ( IRG, "1) /1000.
IDAYI=[_MAT ( IRG, 1 )- IYEARl_1000.
WRI TE ( "1, *) ' F I NE R I CEREA I I_' , I DRY 1 , ' DELL' ' ANNO ' , I YEAR'I
E
E SERITTURA DELLA M_TRIEE OI USEITA







300 FORMAT[2X,132' ' ,/,/)
WRITE(IWR,400) iYERR,II]
400 FORM_qT(2X,'YEAR = ' ,I3,SX, 'DAY =
,-,--x-,' S : 6 7 8 .9 10 11 :
,-x-.,' "19 20 21 22 23 NS DAY' ,/,/)
DO 7 JJ=1,48
DO S II=1,24












' I4 .gX 'HOUR : 0 1 od...






































500 FORMAT(2X,'DOP : DSS =',I3,' Band-Mode






SI RIPETE PER UN ALTRO GIORNO
iF(LEN.EQ.-1) GO TO 70
CONTINUE











PROGRAM PLOTREGRESS(), {880329. 1415)
C
C * TRIqCCIRMENTO 5EQLJENZI_LE DEi DATI STaNDaRD *
[Z_ -_- ,--x-
C * OLiI£STI-} FROGP,,_MI'ID OPEN, P, %1.1[ F,'I-_TI STAI,_i-i,_RD ,..m:
IZ .-x- ES_'_'_St.-ITRACC]'I._ TUTTI I I]I._TI REI__IqTIVI AI.. GIllie, NO, AI_LA ST',..qZIF)I,IE ED *
C * AI_ MODO RICHIEBTO. *
I.Z. OIJESTI VENGONO TRACCIATi SEPARATi PER RAlqD'_ IN THE bR_riCi .e












E INFORMAZIONI PER INGRESSO/USCIT_
WRITE(I,100)
100 FORMOT(1X,20/,80'*',/)



































OUESTO PROGRAMM_ TROEEIO TUTTI I DATI'
RELATiVI A CiASEUN GiORNO RIEHIESTO'
IN SUCCESSIONE PER ST_ZIONI E MODI'
I GRAFIEI SONO 3 PER OGNI FOGLIO'
IL. FORMOTO E'' IL MASSIMO'
PENNINi DEL PLOTTER:'





10 WRITE("I,'("NRSTRO DI L.ETTURA (8 0 9) #:
RERD('I,*) ITAPE
IF(ITAPE.NE.8.ANB.IT_PE.NE.9) GO TO 10
REWIND IT_PE
,,),)
C30 WRITE(I,'("GIORNO INIZI_I..E (D_I I _ 36S) #: ")')
REAO(I,*) IDAYI
IF(IDAYI.LE.O.OR.IB_RYI.GE.366) GCI TO 30
40 WRITE(I,'("GIDRNO FIN_I_E (OIJ i A 368) #: ")')
READ(I,*) IDAYF
[F(ID_YF.I.E,O.OR.IFJ_YF.GE.36FJ. G(] TO 40
SO WR t TE C 1, ' ( "ANNO : I S " ) ' )
RE'_D(1,*) IYEAR
IF(IYE_R.GE.10ID) GO TO Stg_
WR ITE (_NNO, 102 ) IYEPIR
102 FORM'_T (i2)











WRITE(q,*) '.-_**-x- O PER TERM!NARE'
WRITE(I,' ("STAZIONE RiCEVENTE? <12,14,42,43,61,B3) : ")')
READ(I,*) IST(NR)
IF(IST(NR).ED.O) THEN







WRITE(I,*) '*****STAZIONE hiON RIEONOSEIUTAt*****'
ENDIF
END DO
60 00 I = I, 4
NM=NM+q
WRITE(-I,*) '***e;a- 0 PER TERMINIqRE'







NM =NM - l
_RITE(1 ,*)




C PER CiASCLIN GIORNO RICHIESTO
DO 7 TD=[OIqYI,IDAYF
IYD= iYE_R :_.iOO0. + ID
C




C PER EIAISFI.INA ST_ZIONF RICHIEST_
CE] _. k= !,NR
IS= i5T (,'--)
F

















WRITE(I,*,) 'DOY =' ,IS, ' ANNO =
+' MODO =' ,IM
REWIND ITAPE
C
C LEGGE LIN RECORD
2 CPLL XTIqPE(1,ITAPE,L-MI::IT,4800,LEN)
NRC =NRC + 1
IF(LEN.NE.4600) THEN
IF(LEN.EQ.-I) THEN















E RICEREA DEL GIORNO RIEHIESTO
IGO=I_M_T(i,I)-IYD
iF(IGO.LT.O) GO TO 3
IF(IGO.GT.O) GO TO 4
WRITE(I,*) '**EDF SU NASTRO',ITAPE
GO TO 4
ELSE
WRITE(q,*) '._ERRORE IN I_ETTUR_: I_.UN=',LEN,' SU ',ITAPE
q
E CONTROLLO Oh-E_ MODO E OEi_I_A STAZIObJE
IRM=I.MAT(I,4)-E_MAT(I,4)I 1000F_I0000
IR=IRM/100
IMI = IRM- IR._IOO- 10
C
C SE IL DATQ E' OUELLO EER!ZATO
iF(IM.EQ.IM'I.AND.IS.E[].IR) THEN
C IMMAGAZZINAMENTO DEL DATO PER I_A CRAFIG_
IPO=iPO+ I
BS(IPO) =LMAT (I ,_) 11000000.
IF(BS(IPO) .GT..S) FJS(IPO) = .E
IF(BS(IPO) .LT. - .S,' BS(IPO) ....S
BX(IPO)=I_MAT(I,7)/1000000.
IF(BXCIPO) .LT. -2.S) BX(iPO): -2.S
IF(BX(IPO) .GT.2.S) BX(IPO)=_ .S
DD(IPO) =LMAT(I, 8) /I000.
IF(BD(IPO).GT.20) BD(IPO)=20
IF{BD(IPO).L_T.-20) BI-J(IPO)=-20
IH=LMAT( i ,2) 110000
IMS=t_MAT( I, 2)- IH,_IOO00








E Si RIPETE PER [JN' ALTERA RIGA
3 CONTINUE
q
C _.'_'_SIRIPETE PER UI-,! AI_TRO RECORD
GO TO _
C
C FINE RIEEREA DEI OATI
4 IYEARI=I_MAT(IRG,I)/1000.
IDAY'I =LMAT (IRG, I )-IYEARI_IOOO
WRiTE(I,_,) 'FINE RICERCA II_-'_IDAYI,' DELL'' ANNO',IYEAR'I
E
C IN ASSENZA Ol /]ATI NON SI TRAECIA II. GRAFICO
IF(BT(I).EC4.0) THEN
_,VRITE(1,,-x-.) '**NON EI SOI',,!E] DA-! PER QLJESTiTI INGRESSO_'
IF(YN6.NE.'I) GO TO tB
WRITR(_,*) '**NON EI SOlqO I]ATI DA GRAFTEARE PER OUESTO INPUT**'
GO TO 6
ELSE
_RITE(I,-._) '-_,*GRAFICi IN USE[TA:' ,IRO,' PLINTi_'
IF(YN6.EO.1) THEN






























IF(IS. EQ. 42. OR. IS.EO. 43) V(25)=3





buRITE(I,*) 'TR_CEII:::IMENTO PRIMO GRAFIIZO'
El:ILL SETPIqR(V,NI,N2)
EAL_L EGRAPHY(BT,BS,IPO,I.,O,I)








bURITE(1,.) 'TR_EIZIAMENTO SFCONDO GRAFIE_O'
EALL SETPAR(V,N1,N2)
CALL EGRAPHY(BT,BX,IPO, I.,O,1)
WRITE(I,.) 'TRAIZEiRTO SEEONDI3 GRAFIEO'
N2=' '








WRITE(I,*) 'TRACEIAMEIITO TERZCI GRAFIEO'
CALL SETPAR(V,NI,N2)
CALL EGRAPHY(BT,BD, IPO,"I. ,0, |)
WRITE(I,.) 'TR_CCI_qTO TERZO I-_F_F[CO'
BI RIPETE PER UN' ALTRA STAZIONE
• . "'s IiF(YN5 EO "1) _,URITE(6,,.._]O) IP_t:E
6 CONTIIqUE.
EOMPf_ETC_t4ENTO DFI_ GRAF_TEO































WRITE(I,*) 'COMPI_FTAMENTO DEL GRAFIEO'
E_LL SETPAR(V,N'I,N2)





V(8 ) = lOLl
V ( I 0 ) = 1SO




















I_'--_ I-4 - ,, _'CALL , bRAP,,Y(BT,BD, IPO, I 0 I)
CALL ZD[.IM(O.,370. ,0.,280. ,iERR)







...... _:,_,O. )ZUiE_U(O 370 O "-'_
ZWIND(O., 37L]., D., 280. )
ZEOLR ( "1)
SYMBOL(43.,_-_,__,.,-2. ,'00.00' ,O.,S)





CALL 5YMBDL(2S3 ,25 ,-2
• • ,j

























Sl RIPETE PER UN GLTRO MODO
S CONTiNtJE






FINE REGOLARE DELL' PNALISI
WRITE(I,*)












C * CRERZIONE OI DISC FILES DEI DATI STANDARD .
C ********************************************************************
C * .
E * OUEBTO PROGRAMMA OPERA SUI DATI STANDARD .
lZ * ESBO EREA DISC FZI_E5 A PARTIRE DAI D_TI IMMAGAZZTNATI StJ NASTRO
C * CIASEE.IN FII_E CDNTIENE D_TI RELATZVI AD UN SZNGOLO PASSAGGIO .
C * AVENDO CIOE' FISSATO I._ESTAZIONI RTTiVE, IL MOUO ED iL GiONNO *
C * DELL'INIZIO DEL PASSAGGIO .
E * IL FILE EONTIENE TUTTI I DATI NELLE BANDE S E X E LA FREOUENZA *
E * DELL' OSEILL_TORE. .











C INFORMAZIONi DI INGRESSO/USEITA
_RITE(1,100)
100 FORMAT(IX,20/,80'*',/)
EREAZIONE DI DISC FILES DEI DATI STRNDRRD'WRITE(I,*) '









QUEBTO PROGRAMMA EREA DISC FILE5 A PARTiRE DAI'
NASTRI STANDARD.'
CIASCLJN FIL.E EONTIENE DATI RELATIVI _D L!N SING_3LO'
PAS_AGGiO NEL_LE DLIE BANDE S E X E L.A FREOUENZA'
_ELL''OSEILLATORE.'
200 FORMaT(IX,l,80'.', )
10 _RITEC'I,*) '**eP_RAMFTRI PER L'' ANAI._ISI:'
WRITE(1,'("N_STRO _N I.ETTURA (8 0 9) #: ")')
RE_D(1,*) ITAPE
IF(IT_PE.NE.8.AND.ITAPE.NE.9) GO TO 10
RE_IND ITAPE
WRITECI,'("GUANTI RECORDS? : ")')
RE_D(1,*) NFI
• RITE('I,'("VUOI L''_N_I_ISI AUTOMATiCR? (I=SI): ")')
READ(I,,*) TAUTQ
_RITE(I , (,,c. - ,, ,
.... Tt-qMPIJNTE #: ) )
REnD ( 1, *) I_LJ
I F ( LLJ. NE. "1) THEN
WRI TE(:I_U, 300)
300 FORMI-qT (SX, ' F I LE NP,MES' , __,X, ' I N DkqY
+'YEAR II'.t MIN FTN MIN' ,_X,'I"IODE
+SX, 'R ASE' ,7X, 'DEE' ,6X, 'RTLT' )
IMRi TE (I_U, -x-)
ENDIF
,_O WRITE(I,' ("GIORi'.q.q Ii,,hIZIIqLE ') _F_q i A 365>:
RE_O(1,=,) IFf_YI
IF(IDIqYI.I_T. 1.OR.ID_YI.GT.365) GO TO 20
30 WRI TE ( 1, ' ( "DELL ' ' IZINNO: 19 " ) ' )
READ(I,*) tYEI-_R














40 DO 2 1:I 4
NM=NM+ I
bURITE('I ,_) ',*,_,_*0 PER TERMINP, RE'
WRITE('I '("MODO? <DA 1 A 4>: ")')






NM = t'4M - "1
















WRiTE(I,_) '****5TAZIONE NON RIEONOSEIUTA!**_**'
WINITE(I,*) '**** 0 PER TERMINARE'










WRITE(I,*) '*,_**STAZIONE NON RICONOSCILJTA'
ENDIF
END DO
LEGGE I D_JTI _qNGOLI_RI
B1 WRITE(I,*)





LSO WRITE(I,*) 'ERRORE #' ,iOSO,' IN OPEN IL FILE DiQTIFiLE#1'
WRITE(1,'(" VUOI ABORTIRE IL PROGRPIMMI-]? (Y/N): ")')
READ(I,400) NY
400 FORMI-qT (A3)
I F ( NY. CO. ' Y' . OR. NY. ED. ' YES' I 0 R I NY" EQ" ' 1 ' )
+STOP '***FINE IRREGOLARE DELL'' RNALZSix'**'
GO TO 10
FISSANO I PARAMETRI


































nO 3 JJ= 1,730
ISTORE(I I, d,J) =N
3 CGNTI NLIE





WRiTE(1,_) 'LEGGENFIO Di:::lL t'-,laSTRO' ,iTAPE
NRC =0
1000 .F.AI_L XTAPE ( 1, I TAPE, I_.MI::::IT,4800, LEN )
NRF=NRC+'I
IF(LEi,J.ED.-1) GO TO 2000
II-:(I..Ei',_.NE.4800) _RITE("t,_,) '_._ERRORE IN LETTURI.-.q: I_UN=',LEN,',-x,-_'
E




E RIEERCE DEI_ GtORNO RIEHIESTO
IGO=I_MI3T( I, 1 )-IYD











E _N_LISi DEI DATI
I ST=LMI---qT( I, 4) 1 10000
IRM=LMAT( I, 4)- IST-_'IO000
ISR= IRMI 100
IM= IRM- I SR-_'100-10

















































WRITE(1,'("UIJOI ABORTIRE IL PROGRAMMA? {Y/N_:
READ(I,400) NY
IF(NY.EO.'Y'.OR.NY.EQ.'YES'.OR.NY.EO.'I')





















I STORE (2,2) = iDlY
ISTDRE (2,4) = IBT
ISTORE(2,7) = IT
IF(IPOX.EQ.'I) THEN
ISTORE(2,1 ) = I BAY
ISTORE(2,3) =iBT





C Sl RiPETE £ER UN'AI_TRA RIGA
4 CONT iIq[iE
E
C SI RiPETE PER [.INRLTRO RECORD
IF(NRC.NE.NFI) GO TO. 3DO0
E
E FINE RICERCA DEI DRTI
2OLqO C_4LL CREA
iYEAR'! =I_MAT(160, "1)/'l@l]O.
IDLY1 =LMbqT ('160, I ) - tYEiqR 1-"10C@.
WRITE(1 ,,-_)
WRITE(I,->+:) 'FINE AL GIORNO:' ,IDAYI,' DELL' 'ANNQ' ,IYEARI
WRITE( 1 ,*)
C
C SI PROCEDE CON ALTRI PARAMETRi
IF(I3.GT.O) GO TO 71
S CONTINIJE
C
C OPZIONE PER RIPETERE L' ANqLISI CON ALTRI DRTi
IF(IRUTO.EL].I) _RITE(I,,-x-) ''
WRI TE (LU, ,-,-x-)
REWIND ITAPE
WRITE('], ' ("VLtOI IMMI--qGAZZINARE ALTRI OlqTI? <Y/N> ; ")' )
READ(q,400) NY





WRITE(I,,-x-,) ',-x--÷FINE REGQLARE DELL' 'ANALtSi*,-x-,'
STOP
E
E FINE gEL MAIN
END
C






























INPUT SE IL LAVIDRO E' AIJTIOMATIEO

















IL FILE ',NFILE,' CONTIENE I _EGLIENTI DATI:'
•I).EQ.2) WRiTE(I,*) '*_VAI_ORI REGRESS'













WRITE(1 '(" OK _D IMMAGAZZINARE? <Y/N): ")')
READ(I,2OO) NY
FORM_T(_3)
IF(NY.EO.'A') STOP '**_FINE IRREGOLARE DELL''ANALISI**_'













CLOSE (70, IOSTAT= IOSC, FRR=30]
ELSE
_RITE(I,*) 'FII_E ',NFII_E,' _Jf]N CREATE]'
ENDIF
E





DO 1 J J= 1 , 731]
iSTEI_,,F(i Z ,, i,t) :!]
1 CON T I NUE
ENDiF
E
E RiTORNO AL. MAIN
RETURN
C
E ERRORR IN OPEN FiLE 70
20 _RITE(1,*) '**ERRORE IN OPEN FiL.E ',NFII__E,' #' ,IOSO,'**'
STOP
E
E ERRORE IN EL.OSE FILE 70
30 WRITE(I,,*) '**ERRORE IN CL.OSE FILE ',NFILE,' #',lOSE,'**'
STOP
E
E FINE DI ERE'_
END
E








E RIEERE_ I]EI BRTI RNGO[_RRI
SUMMIN= ISTORE(2,8) +ISTORE(2, _) +I.





IDHM= Ib, O_XE( 1, E_.)*D4 +MIiqMEO / IEiO*lOO+MOD(MINMED, I60)
KK=O
DO 1 K=I, 12@
IF(ISTQRE(3,2).LT.ANGDAT(K,1)/1000) GO TO lO
FDHM= (ANGLDAT (K, 1 ) - ISTORE(3,2 )* 1000)-x-O4+AI'qGf]AT(K, 2) / 100











WRITE( I,*) '**DATI ANGOI.ARI NON TROVATI !**'
IF(LU.NE.I) WRiTECLU,.) 'DATI ANGOLARI NON
IF(IAIITO.NE.I) THEN
WRITE(I, '("VUI.][ ABORTIRE i[ PROGRAMMA? (Y/N> :
READfI,200) NY
FORMAT (A3 )
IFCNY.EQ.'Y' .DR.NY.ED. 'YES' .OR.NY.ED. ' 1')
.STOP ',_,-:iRREGNI.ARE FINE DEL PROGRAMMA*e_'
ENOIF








I STORE (3,8) =ANGD_qT ( 1 , 4)























WRITE('I,_) '**RIPETIZIONE NEi DATI ANGOI_ARI*e'
IF(LU.NE.1) WRITE(LU,_) 'RIPETIZIONE NEi DATI
IF(IAUTO.NE.1) THEN











,STOP '_.*FINE IRREGOLAP, E /3EI_L' ' _NALISI,_,,_,_ '
ENDIF
ISTDRE C3,7) =_NGD_T(KK, 5)
ISTORE (3,8) =ANGDRT(KK, 4)
ISTORE (3, _) =RNGD_T CKK, 3)
END IF
ST=_NGD_T(KK, S) -_NGDATCkKK, S)
IST[-]RE(3,7) =ST /DT_(T-TI )+AIqGDIqT (kKK, S)
ST=ANGD_T (KK, 4 )-ANGD_T(KKK, 4)
iSTORE (3,8 )=ST IDT-,_(T -T I)+_qNGD_:IT(Kkk, 4 )
ST =ANGDP, T Ch K, :_ ),- ANGD',_T ( KK,K, 3 )







1 TIME "1.: U]'C (seconds 1.950)
2 TIME 2: compos:i.te word ,"or,tainirDg UTC c.oded as year, day
of V e,.-ar, I",ou P, m:Lnute, second and fra_tions o.F se,_'ond
these in-Formation are _ontained in the decimal part o.F time 2
_S :
YYDDDF.IHMMSS f¢: .Ff .F
3 IDENTIFIQAT]:ON WORD: compos:i, te word aontaining sampling rate
in hundr'edtl,s oT sec'onds in the Tirst seven decimal ÷igures;
the 8th .Figure represents the downlinl< band (I=S, 2=X) theI
9"th one the tra,"l,,ing r,e-:tworl,, (DSN=I), the lOth and llth the
transmitting statior,, the 12th and 13th the receiving
station, the 14th the data type (l:::Doppler), the 15th the
tP..ack:ing 1 :i.nl< mode (2=two way, 3=three way), the l_ast
fig,.IPes are T'iOt used; the scheme is :
I,SSSSSSSBNTTRRKW
4 OBSERVABLE: observed frequer, cy shift it, Hertz, (same quantity
as in tl-,e ATDF- "tapes) ,
FRE:Q.LJENCY : osci i latoP -frequenc. y i.r, Hz. The transmitted
•Frequer, cy is obtained m,.lltiplying FREQUENCY by 96,
6 PASS IDENTIFIER : composite
identi.Ficatior, ,_-ode,
word ,_'ont_ining spacecraft
7 COMF'UTED: frequency shi.Ft predi,ated by ODF'
8 RTLT: round "ti'ip light time in seaonds
9 HOUR ANGLE:: composite word containing the spacecraft ho,Jr
angle it, degrees, minutes, se,_'onds and {factions of seconds
it, the first fig,.IPes; the code is:
I,DDMMSSfT.F.F
.I.0 DECLINATION: composite word containing spa,_'ecraft declination
in degrees, minutes, seconds and {factions o{ seeoT',ds; the
code is "the same as in item .9,
1.1. AZIMUTH: ,-'omposite word containing spa,_'e,_'Paft azimuth it,
in degi"ees, minutes, seconds and fractior, s of se,_'onds; ,_'ode
as in item .9,
12. ELEVATION AT RECEIVING, TIME: c.omposite word containing
spa,zec.r _ift elevation at the re,zeiving time in degrees,
rain,ires, seconds and fr-_t.ions of se,-'.onds; ,zode as it, item 9;
13 ELEVATION A'F TRANSMITTIN(_ TIME:
sp..'.Jcecr_ft el ev...ntion *.-._t the
item 9,
,__omposite word _ontaining
trensmitting time; code es in
14 DERIVATIVE OF" THE ELEVATION A] REOEIVING TIME: in deg./s
1.5 DERIVATIVE OF THE ELEVATION A] TRANSMITTINc._ TIME:: it, deg,/s
16 RI-"_'SIDUAI..: Doppler residual _n Hz, computed from Oe.SERVAB.LE
minus COMI='UTED (item 4 minus item 7),
17 RE.JE('.TION OOOl-: i.F this aode is 0 tl",e dmt;_ are ok.
18 WIEIf_I-4T: dat;-_ quatity ir,di,_;.rbor (used by ODF') ,
19 (_ALIE?,RATION: media ,_alibratior_ to Doppler residuals (in Hz),
2(] (_AI_IBRATEI] RESIDUAl..: ,._alibrat(_,d _esidual in Hz. It :ks comp,Jted
by subtr.:.:_ct:i.r_g: RESIDUAl... minus _.AI._IBRATION (items 16 and 19) ,
TAB. 2
















N1 N2 ELEV. T1
N1 N2 RESIDUAL
N1 N2 _AL..IE_, come',
omissis
33 57




EL.EV, DER, T1 ELEV, DER,T3
RE,JEC/ION WEIGHT




EXAMPLE OF REGRESS FzECORD




































O00 !;()000(?!_O()OO9 nr_n OOO00000000C;_O00000





























































hour, ninute and second
oscillator Trequency in Hz
trans, ond re,::, stations, network and mode
elevation in up and down link in degrees
S-band residual in mmHz
X-band residual in mmHz
quantity used in plasma calibration
S-band observable (in Hz)







DATA TRANSFER FROM REGRESS FILE TO STANDARD FILE
..................................... , ......................

























b_._rv.:l i rid i,za't:or
4) TTRRMM
9) S-OP.,S o__ i0) X-OBS
3) FREQOY
r, ot titans Te'_"_"ed
not" t1"ans ÷e_-i-ed
not' t'l"ansTer'_'ed
1"I _:) '[: t" I" a TII S { e 'L'' _ _ (I
r, ot t_ans {:e -_ed
not tr'aris Te e_-'ed
5) EI_upELdw
not "t'_ans ferried




riot t_ a r,s { e:_'er_l.
TAe., 6
EXAMPLE OF STANDARD RECORD
Data start .From time 20h 00' 29" o{ the DOY 308 year 1980
I 80308 200029 22027740 141213 54473792 -443692 -1611536 -4.182
-.2(.,909 -98668 0 0 0 0 0
2 80308 2[]0[]29 22027740 14.14,12 54473792--4-47566 -1624393 -454.9
--2691 5 ....986.9[) 0 0 0 0 0
3 80308 200029 2202774.0 ].4-4-213 54472920 -450149 -1638823 -3197
-3]. ].47 -I].4208 0 0 [] 0 0
4. 80308 20(]02c; 22027740 144313 54472920-446804--1639150 236
--.3114-7 ....114208 0 0 0 0 0
5 80308 20[]1.79 ":?.20".._774[].41213 54483776 -4-4212"%. -1610828 -28[]5
-,?6890 ....98599 0 0 [] 0 0
6 8[)308 2[][]12_._ .'.'2(]2774(] 1414-12 544.83776-446126 -162305.9 -3473
-26896 -"98621 0 0 0 0 0
7 80308 200129 22(]2774.(] 144213 54-482936 -447568 --1638656 -661
-3]. 13[] - ].].4.].4-6 0 0 0 0 0
8 8[]3[]8 "-_0022_ 2.?027740 1412].3 54493752 --44_i576 -160248.5 -8534
-26872 .-98530 0 0 0 0 []
.....[]a77-A] 141412 54493760 -447826 "-1620098 -59819 80308 "_[]02"29 "Y" "" L"
-26878 -98553 0 0 0 0 0
10 8[]308 2[][]22_._ 22027740 144213 54492960 -446743 -1636628 -38.9
-31114- -114085 0 0 0 0 0
, , , omissis
160 80308 204029 22027740 1414.12 53653088 -445258 -1612198 -5567
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1 -" TIME TAG (high p_._'t), ,"oded as YYDDD
2 - TIME TAf.] (low pan't), ,_oded as HHMMSS
3 - RTLT:.'IO it' is giver, in seconds with at, appro'.'imation
o.f; ,I sea, the sto_-ed value is IFIX(RTLT.x. IO,)
4. - RA:-'IOO the Y'ight as,.:eT',sion is given it, deg1"ees with
an apl_'o;.'ima'l"ion oT ,Of degrees; the sto_ed
value is IF"IX(RA.x. IO0,)
.5 -. [)E (_'."10 [] the dec.linatior, is giver, in degrees with at,
al:._pro'..'imatio[',of ,01 degl-ees; the sto_-ed va-.
lue is IFIX(DEO.x. IO0,)
6 - EL.O:.'.I.OO the e].ongation is given iT'l degrees with aT',




LOGIOAL FORMAT OF DOF'F'LER DATA FILES (ROD)
rows .......> 1
columns _ 1 S INITIAL DAY
I
I 2 S FINAL DAY
I
V 3 S INITIAl_ MINUTE






5 # of S--ba_nd DAI'A # c,f X-band DATA
6 LOCATION OF THE LO(]AIION OF THE
FIRST S---.L?,AND ITEM FIRST X-BAND ITEM































i) S -_r,d X st._r,d for S-b,-_nd end X-b_nd respe,ztively








































































730 0 0 0
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. i The Deep Space Network stations.
Fig. 2a Flow chart of the program DECODEREGRES.
2b Zoom of block A of the previous flow chart.
Fig. 3 Flow chart of the program STATREGRES.
Fig. 4 Output of the program PLOTREGRES.
Fig. 5 Flow chart of the program PLOTREGRES.


































TRANSFER DATA IN THE
DECODIFYING BUFFER (D.B,)
























































READ RECORD 14 (160,15)
CHECK FOR DAY
IS IT REQUIRED DAY ?
ANALY SE DATA
FILL LIST
LAST RELEVANT RECORD ?
IS LIST EMPTY ?
PRINT LIST
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I TO ANALYSE ?
FIG. 6
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